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We are delighted to present our new titles for Bologna Book Fair 2022!

Our presentation is packed full of incredible new titles covering all 
formats and ages for children aged 0-16 years.

We are also excited to launch our new FICTION range!

Enjoy!

We are delighted to present our new titles for Frankfurt Book Fair 2022!

Our presentation is packed full of incredible new titles covering all formats and ages for 
children aged 0-16 years.

We are also delighted to introduce new clients; Merriam Webster, Graffeg Ltd, The Happy 
Book Company, Cathy Press. 

Enjoy!
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We are delighted to present our new titles for Bologna Book Fair 2022!

Our presentation is packed full of incredible new titles covering all 
formats and ages for children aged 0-16 years.

We are also excited to launch our new FICTION range!

Enjoy!

Clients’ full 
catalogues 
available 

upon request. 
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We are delighted to present our new titles for Bologna Book Fair 2022!

Our presentation is packed full of incredible new titles covering all 
formats and ages for children aged 0-16 years.

We are also excited to launch our new FICTION range!

Enjoy!
Our clients use award-winning illustrators and authors. 

Our clients promote inclusive and accessible titles.
Our clients support and promote environmentally work ethics.

Our clients have award winning titles; endorsed by national organisations.
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PUBLISHER: GRAFFEG Ltd

SERIES: RITA

FORMAT:  Paperback / 36pp / 250 x 250 / £7.99

AGE: 3-5 years

8 book series - Charming stories about Rita 
who wants people, aliens, dragons and genies 
to help her with daily challenges!

Rita Wants a Dragon has been announced as 
World book day book in Ireland.:-

RIGHTS SOLD: UK, China Mainland (Simplified 
Chinese)
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Author:

Illustrator:

PUBLISHER: GRAFFEG Ltd

SERIES: RITA
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PUBLISHER: GRAFFEG Ltd

SERIES: MOLLY

FORMAT:  Paperback / 36pp / 250 x 250 / 
£7.99

AGE: 4+ years

6 book series – Enchanting and moving 
story with rich and colourful illustrations.  
Stories are filled with a sense of 
community and shows the importance of 
friendship and respecting nature.

RIGHTS SOLD: UK, Simplified Chinese –
China Mainland, Kazakh, Russian
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PUBLISHER: GRAFFEG Ltd

SERIES: MOLLY
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PUBLISHER: GRAFFEG Ltd

SERIES: MOUSE AND MOLE

FORMAT:  Hardback / 32pp / 250 x 250 / 
£12.99

AGE: 5-8 years

8 book series – Gentle and humorous
story collections by acclaimed author and 

illustrator Joyce Dunbar and James 
Mayhew.

A new edition of these classic stories 
returns them to print for the enjoyment of 
a further generation of readers.

Perfect for shared reading with younger 
children and for older children to read 
independently.

RIGHTS SOLD: UK, Bilingual editions –
English / Simplified Chinese – China 
Mainland, Russian

“The two cohabiting animals are characters that stand alongside 
the greats of children’s literature”
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PUBLISHER: GRAFFEG Ltd

SERIES: MOUSE AND MOLE

Author:

Illustrator:
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PUBLISHER: GRAFFEG Ltd

SERIES: FLETCHER

FORMAT:  Hardback / 32pp / 250 x 250 / 
£12.99

AGE: 3-7 years

8 book series – Combining emotive, lyrical 
storytelling with an engagement with 
nature.

The character and book series have been 
widely used in educational setting as a 
springboard for exploration of language, 
illustration, storytelling, friendship and the 
natural world.

Released to the US market, titles in the 
series have achieved sales of more than 
200,000 copies.

RIGHTS SOLD: UK, Bilingual editions –
English / Simplified Chinese – China 
Mainland.

Star review – “Potent synthesis of art & prose”
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PUBLISHER: GRAFFEG Ltd

SERIES: FLETCHER

Book reviews:-
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PUBLISHER: GRAFFEG Ltd

SERIES: ALBERT

FORMAT:  Paperback / 36pp / 250 x 250 / 
£12.99

AGE: 5-8years

4 book series – a journey of discovery that 
the grass isn’t always greener on the other 
side and that being home among friends is 
a very good place to be.

Fascinating facts about the real tortoise 
called Albert and his dinosaur  cousins.

Based on the real-life pet tortoise owned 
by the author’s family.

RIGHTS SOLD: UK
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PUBLISHER: GRAFFEG Ltd

SERIES: FLETCHER
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PUBLISHER: GRAFFEG Ltd

SERIES: EBB AND FLO

FORMAT:  Paperback / 36pp / 250 x 250 

AGE: 3-5 years

4 book series – Brilliant re-publication of a 
classic series of children’s books about life 
on the coast.

Previous publications were adapted into a 
successful Channel 5 TV series.

Can be used in classrooms to discuss 
friendship, team work, blame, forgiveness 
and jealousy.

4 new titles in 2023

RIGHTS SOLD: UK
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PUBLISHER: GRAFFEG Ltd

SERIES: EBB AND FLO
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PUBLISHER: GRAFFEG Ltd

SERIES: CERI & DERI

FORMAT:  Paperback / 36pp / 250 x 250 

AGE: 3+ years

8 book series – a fresh and original series 
of illustrated children’s stories by exciting 
new illustrator Max Low.

Max’s vibrant art style brings each 
adventure vividly to life, giving the 
characters and series a distinctive visual 
identity.

With an educational dimension, the series 
can help young children with concepts 
such as time, counting and sharing 
through it’s fun and engaging storytelling.

RIGHTS SOLD: UK, Simplified Chinese 
(China Mainland), Complex Chinese 
(Taiwan)
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PUBLISHER: GRAFFEG Ltd

SERIES: CERI & DERI
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PUBLISHER: GRAFFEG Ltd

TITLE: THE POND

FORMAT:  Hardback / 32pp / 250 x 250  AGE: 5-7 
years

The Pond is a touching picture book about a young 
boy, and his family, overcoming the loss of his 
father.  This colourful emotional book is filled with 
natural imagery, and will teach children not only 
about death and loss, but the importance of the 
natural world.

Key Themes:
• Grief
• Nature
• Family

Selected as one of the Reviews Best books

Longlisted for CLIP & Kate Greenaway Children’s 
Book Awards

RIGHTS SOLD UK:
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PUBLISHER: GRAFFEG Ltd

TITLE: PERFECT

FORMAT:  Hardback / 32pp / 250 x 250  AGE: 5-7 
years

A touching story of a young boy overcoming the 
disappointment of his sister being born disabled.  

A tool for discussing disability, siblings, family and 
disappoint with children.

Key Themes:
• Disability
• Nature
• Family

Longlisted for CLIP & Kate Greenaway Children’s 
Book Awards

RIGHTS SOLD UK:
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PUBLISHER: GRAFFEG Ltd

SERIES: SHADOWS AND LIGHT – 6 TITLES

FORMAT:  Paperback / 40pp / 200 x 150  AGE: 8+ 
years

THE WHITE HARE:
Back then, humans and animals were fellow beings 
under the sky.  Perhaps that’s why its seemed 
possible for humans to change into animals.  

One in a series of short stories that explore the 
deeper, darker side of our connection with the 
natural world.

Written by multi-award winner Nicola Davies.

Key Themes:
• Folk Tales
• The Supernatural
• Magic
• Nature

RIGHTS SOLD UK:
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PUBLISHER: GRAFFEG Ltd

SERIES: GASPARD THE FOX

FORMAT:  Hardback / 36pp / 250 x 250 

AGE: 4+ years

4 book series – Based on the real urban fox 
from north London.

Gaspard has become a social media 
celebrity with other 5k Twitter followers, 
his own web site. www.gaspardthefox.com

A great tool to learn about the urban foxes 
and their environment with notes at the 
end.

RIGHTS SOLD: UK, Russia

http://www.gaspardthefox.com/
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PUBLISHER: GRAFFEG Ltd

SERIES: ANIMAL SURPRISES

FORMAT:  Hardback / 32pp / 250 x 250 

AGE: 5-8 years

5 book series – written by award winning 
author Nicola Davies.

Zoologically accurate, bright and exciting 
illustrations.

Follow the young adventurer as she treks 
around the world, finding out about 
animals of all shapes and sizes.

RIGHTS SOLD: UK
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PUBLISHER: GRAFFEG Ltd

SERIES: ABC OF OPERA

FORMAT:  Hardback / 64pp / 250 x 250 

AGE: 7-9 years

4 book series – The ABC of Opera tells the 
thrilling children’s stories about opera 
composers from the past 500 years to 
today, by meeting the composers 
themselves and hearing their stories as 
never told before.

Based on the UK ABC of Opera workshops, 
which successfully educate children and 
stimulate their imagination while also 
covering key topics in the school cross-
curriculum.

Romantic – publication Spring 2023
Modern – publication Autumn 2023

RIGHTS SOLD: UK
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PUBLISHER: GRAFFEG Ltd

SERIES: WILD WANDERERS

FORMAT:  Paperback / 36pp / 250 x 250 

AGE: 4+ years

12 book series – Rich poetic language with 
enchanting artwork.

Wild Wonderers is a landmark series 
delivery Science, Technology and Maths 
education from the heart and features 
fascinating facts about principle species 
and key topics in order to embed a love of 
science and the natural world.

RIGHTS SOLD: UK
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PUBLISHER: GRAFFEG Ltd

SERIES: WILD WONDERERS

FORMAT:  Paperback / 36pp / 250 x 250 

New titles:

2022
Grow, Tree, Grow!
Fly butterfly fly!

2023
Flow, water, flow!
Run, cat, run!
Burn, Fire, Burn!

2024
Stomp, elephant, stomp!
Bloom flower bloom!
Dig Ant dig!
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PUBLISHER: THE HAPPY BOOK 
COMPANY

TITLE: THE GIRL WHO WALKED TO THE 
MOON

FORMAT:  Hardback / 36pp / 210 x 300 

Tessa wants to the first woman to land on 
the moon.  She sets off on an adventure 
around our beautiful world to find out how 
to get there.  Will she fin what she needs to 
make her dreams come true?

The Happy Book Company creates books 
to show us how to be happy with 
ourselves, in this wonderful world we live 
in.

RIGHTS SOLD: UK
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PUBLISHER: THE HAPPY BOOK 
COMPANY

TITLE: SQUIRREL AND THE THREE 
BEARS

FORMAT:  Hardback / 36pp / 220 x 300 

Enjoying Autumn seemed like a great plan 
but when the snow sets in, Squirrel must 
do whatever it takes to get ready for the 
cold.  Will she dare to ask for help?

The Happy Book Company creates books 
to show us how to be happy with 
ourselves, in this wonderful world we live 
in.

RIGHTS SOLD: UK
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PUBLISHER: THE HAPPY BOOK 
COMPANY

TITLE: GEOFFREY FINDS A BIKE

FORMAT:  Hardback / 36pp / 220 x 300 

Geoffrey loves his big-red-shiny bicycle, 
but wishes he had a friend to freewheel 
with.  The wind brings him a biking buddy, 
but can two giraffes ride one bike?

The Happy Book Company creates books 
to show us how to be happy with 
ourselves, in this wonderful world we live 
in.

RIGHTS SOLD: UK
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PUBLISHER: RED COMET PRESS (US)

SERIES: BE THANKFUL FOR…2 titles

FORMAT: Hardback / Printed on FSC paper / 
190 x 254 x 80pp / Age 4-8 / RRP US$19.99

BE THANKFUL FOR WATER:
This book is a colourful, informative 
exploration of our relationship to water and all 
it provides to make life possible.

Young readers will develop a new appreciation 
in this vibrant tribute to water.

Harriet Ziefert has written over 200 books for 
children.  

MA. Brian Fitzgerald is an internationally 
recognised, award wining illustrator from 
Ireland.

RIGHTS AVAILABLE: World-wide rights 
available and audio (ex. North America)
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PUBLISHER: Red Comet Press (US)

TITLE: APPLE PIE PICNIC

FORMAT: PAPERBACK / 32pp

AGE: 5-8

Meet Rosa and her family in this bilingual 
celebration of her favourite tree.

Common Spanish words used on an occasional 
basis throughout.

An introduction to place science for young 
readers.

Simple flow chart of flower to fruit.

Includes simple recipe for making apple sauce.

RIGHTS SOLD:  US
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PUBLISHER: Red Comet Press (US)

TITLE: WALTER FIND A VOICE

FORMAT: Hardcover / 32pp 

AGE: 4-8 years

Meet Walter, a painfully shy crocodile who 
takes his time to find his voice.

Fresh new story for shy ones among us.  The 
perfect book for little introverts.

Reassures message that we each need our own 
time to find our voice.

Friendship and courage are at the heart of this 
book.

ANNA KIM HA – is a graphic artist and designer 
with a master from Harvard Graduate School of 
Design.

RIGHTS SOLD:  US
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PUBLISHER: RED COMET PRESS (US)

SERIES: The really bird stories

FORMAT: Paperback/ 165 x 228 x 48pp / Age 
5-7 / RRP US$12.99

A hilarious new series with relatable 
characters and a foundation on SEL (Social 
Emotional Learning).

Based on relatable social emotional themes, 
like leadership and fairness.

Characters solve issues together and learn 
something along the way.

Includes surprise plot twists, high drama and 
expert comic timing.

Harriet Ziefert has written over 200 books for 
children.  Travis Foster is an editorial 
cartoonist who has illustrated several books 
for children.

Rights sold: China Mainland.
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5 titles in the series!

I really want to 
throw 

snowballs –
coming soon!

Activity 
books 

also 
available.
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PUBLISHER: RED COMET PRESS (US)

TITLE: If you believe in me

FORMAT: Hardback / 190 x 254 x 28pp / Age 
3-6 / RRP US$17.99

A gentle rhyming poem that celebrates the 
love that gives us strength.

Well’s classic poetry paired with her 
distinctive illustrations.

Perfect for celebrating any milestone in the 
child’s life.

Gift specifications – foil on cover, dust jacket.

RIGHTS AVAILABLE: World all languages 
(ex. North America)
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PUBLISHER: RED COMET PRESS (US)

TITLE: Little Hearts

FORMAT: Hardback / 190 x 254 x 36pp / Age 
3-6 / RRP US$17.99

Four animal friends explore the natural world 
around them.

Nature walk – familiar pre-school activity.

Seek-and-find element in illustrations.

Paris nicely with Valentine’s Day.

Curriculum connections;  natural history, 
counting, shared activities, observation, 
collecting and early years science curriculum.

RIGHTS AVAILABLE: World-wide rights 
available and audio (ex. North America)
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PUBLISHER: UCLAN PUBLISHING (UK)

TITLE: MY MOMMA ZO

FORMAT:  Paperback / 32pp / 250 x 635 / 
Age: 5-10

Happy families come in many shapes and 
sizes.  Molly’s includes Momma Zo, 
Mommy Kel, George and Ziggy the dog.  
Whether they are taking trips to the beach 
or staying at home crafting, life is always 
busy with lots to do!

An empowering story of a family that 
helps to support one another though 
happy and challenging times, helping each 
other to feel confident and comfortable in 
who they truly are.

RIGHTS SOLD: UK
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PUBLISHER: RASPBERRY BOOKS (UK)

TITLE: THE SNOWMAN’S NOSE

FORMAT: Hardback, 260 x 260 / 32pp

AGE: 2 +

Hilarious rhyming picture book featuring a 
sneezing snowman and a simple message 
about kindness.

RIGHTS SOLD: 
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PUBLISHER: WHAT ON EARTH BOOKS (UK)

TITLE: Where in the world are you?

FORMAT: Hardback / 280 x 240 / 48pp / RRP 
£11.99

AGE: 5+

Encourages young readers to engage with the 
mischievous pet cat as it explores its place in 
the world, and in turn think about where they 
are in the wider world.

A charming and beautiful story that takes the 
readers on a journey around the world = from 
areas that are close to home to the solar 
system and beyond!

A prompt for starting conversation and 
inspiring wonder in the world around us.

Colour, stylish artwork by author and 
accomplished illustrator Marie G. Rohde.

Marie G. Rohde’s first book Planet SOS has 
been published in 14 languages and selected by 
the United Nations for its book club for 
Sustainable Development.

RIGHTS SOLD: UK, US, China, Japan, 



PUBLISHER:  STORYHOUSE (UK)

TITLE: KNOW IT OWL

FORMAT: Paperback / 275 x 250 x 32pp 
/matt lamination / RRP £7.99
AGE: 2-6 years

Convinced they know everything about 
building dens, Owl sets about tweeting 
loudly. And often. A little too often. 

A picture book about the intricacies and 
niggles of learning to play together.

Author: Emma Perry is the founder of the 
award winning children’s book review site 
My Book Corner and runs International 
Book Giving Day.

Illustrator: Since 2018 Andrea Stegmaier
has illustrated several books and has won 
several awards.

RIGHTS SOLD: Dutch, French

PICTURE BOOKS
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Know-It-Owl captures the enthusiasm 
of a young child wanting to help with 

something they’re perhaps not so 
expert in!



PUBLISHER:  STORYHOUSE (UK)

TITLE: Sunshine at bedtime

FORMAT: Paperback / 275 x 250 x 32pp / 
matt lamination / RRP £7.99
AGE: 2-6 years

Curious Macie notices that the evenings 
are brighter in the summer and wants to 
know why.  Together Mummy and Macie 
discover the wonder of the Sun, just in 
time for bed.

AUTHOR: Clare Helen Welsh is a firmer 
primary school teacher turned writing 
tutor and children’s author.  She won the 
SCBWI Crystal Kite Award in 2020.

ILLUSTRATOR: Sally Soweol Han is a 
writer and illustrator from Sydney who 
describes her style as ‘painting her 
imagination’.  Shortlisted for the Worlds 
Illustration awards 2020.
She wont Gold Medal for the 3 x 3 
International Illustrations Awards 2017.

RIGHTS SOLD:

PICTURE BOOKS
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A beautiful, lyrical and reassuring bedtime story, with 
a double-page spread of non-fiction facts at the end!



PICTURE BOOKS

PUBLISHER: FORMY BOOKS (UK)

TITLE:  Let’s Skate!

FORMAT: Paperback / 215 x 250 / 28pp / RRP 
£9.99
AGE: 0-7 years

Njeri loves to whoost in her skates and can't 
wait to gather everyone together to share her 
excitement with them.

Richly illustrated and bursting with fun, this 
story will inspire readers of all ages as it 
highlights the beauty of collaboration.

RIGHTS SOLD:
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PUBLISHER: FORMY BOOKS (UK)

TITLE:  A GRAND PLACE

FORMAT: Paperback / 8 x 10’ / 28pp / matt 
lamination / RRP £7.99
AGE: 0-7 years

While Zora waits for Grandma to return, she 
explores what it means to have a home away 
from home.

Join Zora on her journey through this heart-
warming tale of love, family and Grenada.

RIGHTS SOLD:
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PUBLISHER: FORMY BOOKS (UK)

TITLE:  LATER

FORMAT: Paperback / 8 x 10’ / 28pp / matt 
lamination / RRP £7.99
AGE: 0-7 years

Plenty of people knock on the door but 
mummy will be home LATER!

A beautifully illustrated celebration of 
authentic Afro-Caribbean family life which 
gently subverts stereotypical gender roles with 
a warm and tender portrayal of a stay-at-home 
Dad.

RIGHTS SOLD:
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PUBLISHER: UCLAN (UK)

SERIES: The Bear and her Book (2 titles)

FORMAT: Paperback / 280 x 240 / 32pp / 
RRP £7.99

AGE: Early years

With the call of the wild giving her itchy 
paws, the bear sets off on a new 
adventure with her book, fixing problems 
and making friends as she travels.  But 
will she find the strange bear from her 
book – and if so, will it be that different?

Author: Frances Tosdevin

Illustrator: Sophia O’Connor

RIGHTS SOLD: UK, Wales, Slovenian, 
Taiwan (Complex Chinese)
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PUBLISHER: FAROS BOOKS (UK)

SERIES: World Myths

FORMAT: Hardback / 240 x 240 / 36pp / 

AGE: 4 +

A children's version of World Myths, filled 
with humour, drama and adventure!

THESEUS AND THE MINOTAUR:
Find out in this epic quest featuring 
beasts, kings and a great ball of string!

CLASH OF THE TITANS:
Find out just how far Zeus will go to 
defeat his own father in this epic take of 
one-eyed beasts, many arms monsters 
and lots of lightening bolts!

RIGHTS SOLD: Greece

Two more titles 
coming Autumn 

2023:
Egyptian Myths

Norse Myths
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PUBLISHER: FAROS BOOKS (UK)

TITLE: Who stole the sun?

FORMAT: Hardback / 280 x 190 / 32pp / 

AGE: 3 +

This is a story about a quiet and peaceful 
village where everything is fine until 
someone takes the sun away!

All the animals are terribly upset: Who 
took the sun?  Who would do such a 
terrible thing?

A mystery book with playful, bold 
illustrations and lots of fun.

RIGHTS SOLD: Greece
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PUBLISHER: LUQOOM (BEIRUT)

TITLE: Room for Me and You

FORMAT: Hardback / 260 x 260 / 32pp / 
Age 4+ 

In the early days of lockdown, many 
animals came out to play while us 
humans were away, including three 
goats who frankly think things are 
much nicer when we’re not around. 
Yes, we’re loud and messy and can 
act like we’re the only species on this 
planet. But surely we can find ways 
to share our home and make it an 
inviting place for all of us? 

RIGHTS SOLD:



PICTURE BOOKS

PUBLISHER:  CURVED HOUSE (UK)

TITLE: Hey You, Can you Smell Poo?

FORMAT: Paperback / 297 x 210 / 40pp 

After skunk gets a whiff of a terrible smell, it 
goes on an epic adventure in search of the 
source of this stench.

Little does it know the smell is coming 
from….well….we can’t tell you.

You’ll have to read it to find out!  Get ready to 
laugh out loud!

RIGHTS SOLD: Korea
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PUBLISHER: 
CHILDS PLAY (UK)

Childs Play have many more wonderful 
picture books; please request their 
catalogue to see the full collection.

RIGHTS SOLD:

China, Taiwan, Korea, US.
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PUBLISHER: EDEN COOPER (UK)

FORMAT: Paperback / 250 x 250 / 32pp

AGE: 3 +

WE NEED TREES! – 4th title now available!

Perfect series for young conservationists!

This is the third title in the exciting launch of 
the new rebranded Princess Poppy series 
that has sold over 7 million copies. With over 
45 titles, Princess Poppy was celebrated as 
World Book Day in 2008, with sales that 
outsold leading brands, such as Paddington 
Bear. Princess Poppy, evergreen and beloved 
character is NOW back – stronger, bolder and 
more inspirational, with gorgeous 
illustrations.

RIGHTS SOLD:
Portugal, Italy, Turkey, US, Vietnam

PICTURE BOOKS
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PUBLISHER: TOP BANANA (UK)

TITLE: I GO ROBOT

FORMAT:
Paperback / 245 x 275 / 32pp / RRP 
£6.99
AGE: 3-7

A tale from a distant galaxy where I-go, 
a faithful little robot, does his best to 
run the space station when everyone 
else has given up. Will the People return 
to help him or is he really just lost in 
space?

About the author/illustrator: Gill 
McLean has illustrated and designed 
many children’s books, with publishers 
such as Templar, Harper Collins, Oxford 
University Press and QED. She works in 
both traditional and digital media to 
match the art style to the story and has 
designed everything from picture flats 
to pop-up books. 

RIGHTS SOLD: US and Denmark
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PUBLISHER: BLUE APPLE BOOKS (US)

TITLE: The Mixed-up Story of…

FORMAT:
Paperback / 10 x 8” / 40pp

AGE: 4-8 years

A modern mashup of 4 fairy tales.

Giggling-inspiring, jumped plots of 
familiar storis.

Cheeky versions of classic characters 
interact with a librarian-inspired 
storyteller.

Readers identify with an audience of 
children at the bottom of each page.

RIGHTS SOLD:
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PUBLISHER: BLUE APPLE BOOKS (US)

SERIES: Colours That Zing! / Lines That 
Wiggle / Shapes That Roll

FORMAT:
Hard cover / 7.5 x 10” / 36pp

AGE: 4-8 years

The latest companion title to Lines That 
Wiggle / Shapes That Roll.

An innovative take on the colour concept 
book.

Colours are personified and do 
unexpected things like sing, dance and 
run!

RIGHTS SOLD: Lines that Wiggle (Korea)
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PUBLISHER: BLUE APPLE BOOKS (US)

SERIES: Scribbles & Ink

FORMAT:
Paperback / 6.5 x 9” / 60pp

AGE: 5-8 years

An adventure of stories showing the pal’s 
good humoured bickering and problem-
solving.

Jump-into-Chapters series: more pages 
and plot with a limited word count.

Charter-driven story that inspires 
independent reading while providing 
nutty fun along the way!

RIGHTS SOLD: China (Simplified 
Chinese)
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POP UP BOOKS

PUBLISHER: 
BRAINWAVES (UK)

TITLE: WIDE MOUTHED FROG

FORMAT: Hardback /250 x 250 / 16pp + 6 
pop ups

Age: 2+

RRP £12.99

The Wide-Mouthed Frog eats flies, but 
he’s very interested in what other animals 
eat. That is, until he meets the alligator! 

Celebrating 25 years in publication and 
with over 1.7 million copies printed 
worldwide, this is Brainwaves’ most 
popular title.

RIGHTS SOLD: UK, Korea, Taiwan, China, 
France, US, Brazil, Spanish and Catalan 
language.

63

Over 1.7 millions copies sold world-wide!



POP UP BOOKS

PUBLISHER: 
BRAINWAVES (UK)

TITLE: THE HICCUPING HIPPO

FORMAT: Hardback /250 x 250 or 
210 x 210 / 16pp + 6 pop ups

Age: 2+   

RRP £12.99

RIGHTS SOLD: Korea, UK, 
Indonesia
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NOVELTY BOOKS

PUBLISHER: Brainwaves Books (UK)

SERIES: Spelling Machine – On Holiday 
/ At School

FORMAT: Hardback / 230 x 230 / 16pp + 
spelling machine

AGE: 6+

Learning to spell really can be fun!  

Flip out the integrated spelling machine 
inside, dial in each letter of the given 
object you are learning to spell and lift 
the flap to see if you are right!

There are 30 words to spell, it works just 
like magic!

RIGHTS SOLD:
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NOVELTY BOARD BOOKS

PUBLISHER: Brainwaves Books (UK)

SERIES: This is me – My Body / My 
Senses

FORMAT: Board book / 203 x 203 / 5 
spreads + 5 pull-tab mechanics + case

AGE: 3+

A fun, early learning book with cleverly 
designed, interactive pull-tabs, 
introducing children to colourful animal 
characters and their body parts.

RIGHTS SOLD:



NOVELTY / BOARD BOOKS 

PUBLISHER:   BRAINWAVES (UK)

SERIES: Round and Round

Format: Board book /  203 x 204
/ 5 spreads + 1 large wheel + 2 small 

wheels.
Age: 3 +   

THE TOWN (COLOURS) – Discover lots 
of colours with this fun novelty book, as 
you take a trip round the town visiting 
the school, park, shops and market. As 
you turn the wheel on the cover and 
every spread, the wheels on the tractor 
go round and round and the landscape 
passes by!

THE FARM (COUNTING) – Get ready to 
count with this fun novelty book, as you 
take a trip round the farm, visiting the 
pigsty, hen house, pond and fields.  As 
you turn the wheel on the cover and 
every spread, the wheels on the tractor 
go round and round and the landscape 
passes by!

RIGHTS SOLD: 
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NOVELTY BOARD BOOKS
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PUBLISHER: Raspberry Books (UK)

SERIES: LITTLE PIPS - Nursery Rhymes 

FORMAT: Hardback / 180 x 180 / 10pp 

AGE: 1+

Delightful sing-a-long nursery rhyme 
board books with beautiful illustrations 
by acclaimed illustrator Seb Braun. 

Sebastien Braun is a well-known, 
award-winning illustrator who has 
created many acclaimed children’s 
books.  He has worked with picture-
book legends including Julia Donaldson, 
Allan Ahlberg and Sam McBratney. 

RIGHTS SOLD:



NOVELTY BOARD BOOKS
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PUBLISHER: Raspberry Books (UK)

SERIES: LITTLE PIPS - Look & Learn

FORMAT: Board / 170 x 170 / 10pp / die 
cut holes

AGE: 2+

These gorgeously illustrated board 
books introduce children to science –
plants grow from seeds, the Sun is our 
closest star.

A hole cut through pages reveals the 
central concept in a simple, fun way that 
enhances and embeds the message.

Debbie Powell’s stunning illustrations 
are inspired by nature.  She gas 
illustrated books for Harper Collins, 
Simon & Schuster and Walker Books.

RIGHTS SOLD:



NOVELTY BOARD BOOKS
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PUBLISHER: Raspberry Books (UK)

SERIES: LITTLE PIPS – Odd one out

FORMAT: Board / 170 x 170 / 10pp / die 
cut holes

AGE: 2+

Young children will love spotting the 
odd one out in every scene.  With die-
cut holes surrounding each odd-one-
out, this series provides enormous fun 
as well as developing and observation 
skills.

Earl learning topics covered include 
shapes, colours, patterns and numbers.

RIGHTS SOLD:



NOVELTY / BOARD BOOKS
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PUBLISHER: MAMA MAKES BOOKS 
(UK)

TITLE: Read to Me!

FORMAT: Board self closing concertina / 
210 x 140 (closed) 210 x 840 (open) / 6 
eaves with mirror
Age: 0 – 9 month 

3rd title coming soon: Playtime!

Reading Time is a brand-new companion 
book that encourages parents to lie-down 
with their babies during tummy time and 
read to them from birth.

The fold-out panorama features ten high-
contract images and first words 
accompanied by a sing-song rhyme that 
babies will love.

The mirror is to look in together to say 
goodnight to one another.

RIGHTS SOLD: US, Canada



NOVELTY / BOARD BOOKS
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PUBLISHER: MAMA MAKES BOOKS (UK)

SERIES: BABY’S FIRST

FORMAT: Chunky cased board books / 130 
x 130 / 8 spreads
Age: 6 months – 2 years 

The Baby’s First series are four chunky 
board books with bold, high-contract 
artwork and illustrate a baby’s first words.

The small format and thick board pages are 
ideal for little hands, and the baby-safe UV 
varnish means that they can be wiped 
clean of sticky fingerprints.

Ideal for babies at the early stages od 
speech development.

RIGHTS SOLD: 



PUBLISHER: MAMA MAKES BOOKS 
(UK)

SERIES: THIS & THAT 

• This dog, That dog.  
• This truck, That truck.

FORMAT: Board book / 185 x 185 / 10 
spreads / die-cut pages.

AGE: 6 months – 2 years

The This and That series are chunky 
board books, ideal for toddlers, with a 
bright, limited palette of colours that 
zing off the page.

The die cut pages are easy to turn, there 
is a changing-picture effect with fin 
things to spot through the holes!

RIGHTS SOLD:

NOVELTY / BOARD BOOKS
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NOVELTY / BOARD BOOKS
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PUBLISHER: NOODLE JUICE (UK)

SERIES: NOT JUST ANOTHER…

FORMAT: Board / 180 x 180 / 20pp / RRP 
£6.99
Age: 3 + 

This is definitely NOT just another boring 
first concept series!

With a joke on every page and charming 
illustration, this brand-new approach to 
first concept books will ensure that 
toddlers and parents will giggle together 
as they find out just how funny learning 
can be!

RIGHTS SOLD:



NOVELTY / BOARD BOOKS
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PUBLISHER: NOODLE JUICE (UK)

SERIES: NOT JUST ANOTHER…

FORMAT: Board / 180 x 180 / 20pp / RRP 
£6.99
Age: 3 + 

This is definitely NOT just another boring 
first concept series!

With plenty of facts and jokes on every 
page, this brand-new approach to first 
concept books will ensure that toddlers 
and parents will giggle together as they 
find out just how funny learning can be!

RIGHTS SOLD:



NOVELTY / BOARD BOOKS
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PUBLISHER: NOODLE FUEL (UK)

SERIES: Elephant and Friends – manners 
board books

FORMAT: Board / 180 x 180 / 20pp / RRP 
£6.99
Age: 3 + 

Full pdfs by February 2023:-
Meercat makes a mess 
Giraffe won’t say no

It’s hard to always have good manners, 
even adults sometimes struggle!  Board 
books that how young children that good 
manners make the world a much nicer 
place.

Using friendly animal character's to 
explore different elements of etiquette, 
each book explains a specific area of 
manners to help little people realise that 
life is easier when we’re all being polite!

RIGHTS SOLD:



NOVELTY / BOARD BOOKS
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PUBLISHER: RUBY BABY BOOKS (UK)

SERIES: MY RAINBOW GARDEN

FORMAT: Board book / 180 x 180 / 5 
spreads

Beautiful colour-themed photographs are 
combined with first words from a garden 
setting.

This series take little ones on a colourful 
exploration of the natural world.

RIGHTS SOLD:



PUBLISHER: RUBY BABY BOOKS (UK)

SERIES: BUTTONS AND BOWS

FORMAT: Board book / 200 x 200 / 5 
spreads 

Four lovely books that introduce the early 
learning concepts.

The books have been created with 
delightful collage-style artwork that 
features buttons, bows, needlecraft 
effects and fabric textures.

RIGHTS SOLD:

NOVELTY / BOARD BOOKS
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PUBLISHER: TOP BANANA (UK)

SERIES: New experiences with 
Nelephant

FORMAT: Board book / 200 x 200 / 5 
spreads 

The plucky little character who will draw 
you into an adventure! Meet Nelephant’s
new friends and join them on their 
imaginative travels.

RIGHTS SOLD: US

NOVELTY / BOARD BOOKS
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PUBLISHER: DRAGON PRESS (WALES)

SERIES: LITTLE MOUSE

Title: How are you feeling?, Busy Day, 
ABC & 123

FORMAT: Board book / 180 x 180 / 16pp 

Age: 0-5 years

Have fund learning first words with Little 
Mouse.  Learn about feelings and 
emotions.

Introduce everyday words to your little 
one with these modern and engaging 
illustrations.  

Find Teddy on every page.  

RIGHTS SOLD:

NOVELTY / BOARD BOOKS
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PUBLISHER: WHAT ON EARTH BOOKS (UK)

TITLE: 150 FIRST WORDS

FORMAT: Hardback / 280 x 280 / 24pp RRP £8.99

Give toddlers the gift of language with words and 
short phrases to say all day long from the experts 
at Britannica.

Author and speech-language pathologist Claire 
Davis uses tried-and-true, authoritative language 
based on the principles of child development. In a 
brief introduction, Davis coaches parents and 
other caregivers in her proven methods for 
getting babies talking. Features nine babies of 
different ethnic backgrounds and settings from 
around the world. Each spread includes 
photographs of babies and everyday objects 
alongside illustrated scenes showing them in 
action—creating a search-and-find on every page 
to allow more time for parents and babies to 
connect. 

Author Information Claire E. Laties-Davis MS, 
CCC-SLP is a speech-language pathologist who 
works with toddlers and their parents on early 
speech development. Claire lives in Providence, 
RI, with her husband and usually an exchange 
student or two. She has five grown children.

RIGHTS SOLD: UK, US, Canada, China Mainland, 
German

NOVELTY / BOARD BOOKS
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PUBLISHER: WHAT ON EARTH BOOKS (UK)

TITLE: Britannica’s BABY encyclopaedia

FORMAT: Hardback / 280 x 210 / 72pp RRP £20.00
AGE: 0-3

• The first-ever Britannica encyclopaedia for 
babies!

• This beautiful large-format board book is 
perfect for tummy time.

• Includes foreword by early-years specialist Dr 
Amanda Gummer.

• Every topic has been reviewed by a subject 
expert and only includes concepts that are 
comprehensible to a child under three, all 
presented in a warm, playful way.

• Covers range form STEAM subjects including 
the body, machines, animals, plants, the earth, 
art and music.

RIGHTS SOLD: UK, US, Canada, China Mainland, 
Dutch, Romanian

NOVELTY / BOARD BOOKS
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PUBLISHER: WHAT ON EARTH BOOKS (UK)

TITLE: Britannica’s BABY encyclopaedia

FORMAT: Hardback / 280 x 210 / 72pp RRP £20.00
AGE: 0-3

RIGHTS SOLD: UK, US, Canada, China Mainland, 
Dutch, Romanian

NOVELTY / BOARD BOOKS
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PUBLISHER: TARDIGRADE BOOKS LTD (UK)

TITLE: LET’S MAKE TIME

FORMAT: Hardback / 280 x 210 / 32pp with 
one gatefold spread / clock mechanism on 
cover (no plastic parts).

We all learn how to tell the time early on in 
our lives, but it can take a very long time 
before we realise how to spend it wisely.

This book can not only teach children how to 
tell the time, but it also tells the story of a 
little boy and his canine friend and how to 
spend their time to make a positive 
difference.

Open the back flap to copy the times on the 
clock on the front cover:

NOVELTY / BOARD BOOKS
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PUBLISHER: TARDIGRADE BOOKS LTD (UK)

SERIES: LET’S LOOK CLOSER

FORMAT: Board book / 165 x 160 / 9 spreads with 
lift-the-flaps / peep through features / push out 
magnifying glass / spot gloss varnish on matt 
laminated cover.

Take a closer look at how wonderful and intriguing 
the world is just outside our doorstep!

Inside these books there are things to spot using 
the press-out magnifying glass: Tiny speech 
bubbles of text to read, and things to count like 
the numbers of legs an insect has.  Lift the leaf to 
discover more creatures underneath a peep hole 
that particularly reveals a new encounter waiting 
on the next page.

New titles for 2022-23:
Take a closer look In The Garden
Take a closet look In The Town
Take a closer look Along The Seashore
Take a closer look In The Park

RIGHTS SOLD: 

NOVELTY / BOARD BOOKS
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PUBLISHER: TARDIGRADE BOOKS LTD (UK)

SERIES: BIG QUESTIONS FROM LITTLE 
LEARNERS

FORMAT: Hardback light weight board book 
with lift the flap spread. 8 spreads / 180 x 140 / 
16 mm spine.  Cover with matt finish with 
holographic foil and embossing.

Children start asking a lot of questions around 
age 3 when the left side of their brains starts 
to mature. 

Some questions can be surprisingly difficult to 
answer in a way that’s age-appropriate. 

This series of colourful books aims to help 
parents to answer the most common 
questions in simple and gently amusing ways. 

RIGHTS SOLD: 
Mainland China, Taiwan, Vietnam, Thailand, 
Greece , Italy, Poland and Qatar.

NOVELTY / BOARD BOOKS
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Option 
available to 

Includes 
stickers!



PUBLISHER: TARDIGRADE BOOKS LTD (UK)

SERIES: BIG QUESTIONS FROM LITTLE 
LEARNERS

NOVELTY / BOARD BOOKS
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PUBLISHER: MAMA MAKES BOOKS (UK)

SERIES: THE FUNNY FARM

TITLE: PIG PAINT / CLUCK CLUCK DUCK / 
TRACTOR TRACTOR

FORMAT: Cased board book / 170 x 180 / 5 
spreads / integrated flaps, pop-up or sliders.  
RRP £5.99

AGE: 18 months – 3 years

A series of unique novelty flap books about the 
humous goings-on at the Funny Farm, with a 
wonderful cast of farmyard characters.  Each 
story is underpinned by an early learning 
concept and is gloriously illustrated by Rachael 
Saunders.

PIG PAINT – The story starts with the piglets 
playing hide-and-see in the hay barn.  Finding 
3 pots of paint, they paint spots on each other, 
and the fun escalates to puddle painting and 
seeing their colours change.

RIGHTS SOLD: UK, US, Estonia, Germany

NOVELTY / BOARD BOOKS
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PUBLISHER: ALIX WOOD (UK)

SERIES: ODD ONE OUT

FORMAT: Paperback/ 150 x 150 / 24pp / 
AGE: 2-8 years

Can you spot the odd one out in this fun 
series of early learner books?  Illustrated 
with appealing full colour photographs, 
the books encourage the reader to find 
the odd one out on each spread.  

Ideal for learning about the world we love 
in, and encouraging discussion about the 
differences between things.

RIGHTS SOLD: 

NOVELTY BOARD BOOKS
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ACTIVITY BOOKS
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PUBLISHER: RASPBERRY BOOKS (UK)

TITLE: MATHES MAZES NUMBER QUEST

FORMAT: Paperback / 270 x 215 / 48pp (die 
cut holes on page 32pp) 

AGE: 6+

Ingenious times tables maze book – a 
genuinely fun approach to an essential maths 
skill all children need to master.

16 mazes that can be used multiple times –
lots of enjoyable times-tables practice!

RIGHTS SOLD:



ACTIVITY BOOKS
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PUBLISHER: NOODLE JUICE (UK)

SERIES: Activity Sea books

FORMAT: Paperback / 240 x 290 / 56pp 
(24pp + 10pp stickers) 48pp and 56pp /
Age: 5+

Full pdfs by October 2023:-

• First fact book
• Sticker book
• Activity book
• Search & find book

A charming collection of books featuring 
everything under the sea.  From 
narwhales to sea slugs, porcupine puffer 
fish and penguins….these books won’t fail 
to delight!

RIGHTS SOLD:



ACTIVITY BOOKS
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PUBLISHER: NOODLE JUICE (UK)

SERIES: World Builder activity books

FORMAT: Paperback / 308 x 260 / 24pp + 
6pp stickers
Age: 7+

Full pdfs by December 2023:-
• Theme Park Builder
• Animal Sanctuary Builder

Inspired by computer resource games 
such as Theme Park or The Sims, these 
intricate sticker activity books allow the 
reader to learn how to run their very own 
theme park or animal sanctuary, while 
having fun at the same time!

RIGHTS SOLD:



ACTIVITY BOOKS
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PUBLISHER: NOODLE JUICE (UK)

SERIES: Creative Guides

FORMAT: Flexi Paperback, rounded 
corners / 235 x 190 / 128pp
Age: 8+

Full pdfs by June 2023:-
• Write!
• Resilience!

Two fantastic practical fil-in guides that 
help you unleash your creative genius and 
find your resilience in life.

Written by Justin Somper, award-winning 
children’s author, as well as life-coach, 
these 2 books form a part of series aimed 
at children 8-12 years old with the skills 
they need to get on, with ever life throws 
at them.

RIGHTS SOLD:



ACTIVITY BOOKS
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PUBLISHER: NOODLE JUICE (UK)

SERIES: Clever Cogs Puzzle Books

FORMAT: Paperback / 270 x 200 / 96pp / 
RRP £7.99
Age: 5+

Full pdfs by November 2022:
• Seven year olds
• Eight year olds

Puzzle books saw a huge uplift due to the 
pandemic, as parents sought to entertain 
themselves and their children away from 
the screen.  

These books marry the best of the current 
UK market with full colour spreads packed 
with over 100 puzzles, mazes, hidden 
objects, wordsearches, word ladders and 
more to keep children of each age 
occupied for hours!

RIGHTS SOLD:

Perplexing puzzles to feed 
hungry young brains!



ACTIVITY BOOKS
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PUBLISHER: NOODLE JUICE (UK)

SERIES: Practically awesome Animal 
Series

FORMAT: Hardback / 270 x 200 /  112pp 
Age: 7+

Learn how to bake and cook with our 
hilarious animal friends!
With step-by-step photography in both 
books, these are ideal first baking and 
cookery books.

Full pdfs available now.

RIGHTS SOLD:



ACTIVITY BOOKS
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PUBLISHER: NOODLE JUICE (UK)

SERIES: Learn how to draw – 4 titles

FORMAT: Paperback / 270 x 200 /  112pp / 
RRP £12.99
Age: 7+

Elephant and friends teach readers how to 
draw.  With step-by-step instructions and 
bright and colourful illustrations, these 
books give children the foundation skills to 
become excellent artists.  

Practical art bibles for creative kids!

Coming soon:
• Orangutan Can’t Draw Comics, but you 

can!

• Llama Can’t Cook – but you can!

RIGHTS SOLD:



PUBLISHER:  CURVED HOUSE (UK)

SERIES: MY FIRST A B C & 1 2 3 

FORMAT: 254 x 216, full colour,12mm 
spine. 84PP

A fantastic book for children as they learn 
the alphabet and begin to read and write. 

This title is created with experts in the field 
of visual literacy and is underpinned by a 
compelling body of research showing the 
links between visual learning and language 
acquisition and the links between drawing 
and memory. 

RIGHTS SOLD: Australia

ACTIVITY BOOKS
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PUBLISHER:  CURVED HOUSE (UK)

SERIES: ILLUSTRATE YOUR OWN 
PICTURE BOOKS

New for 2022:
Ocean rescue
Humans!
Animals and Me
Things that Go

FORMAT: Hardback / 32pp with stickers 
/ Age 5-7

Introducing our newly redesigned Make 
Your Own Books allowing children to 
illustrate their very own picture book. 

Includes warm-up activities, a book 
planner, stickers and visual prompts from 
real-life illustrators, this series is sure to 
excite even the most reluctant readers. 

Launching with four books themed around 
Dinosaurs, Monsters, Astronauts and 
Unicorns, with more to come in 2021. 

RIGHTS SOLD: US

ACTIVITY BOOKS
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Meet the 
illustrator in 
each book!



ACTIVITY BOOKS
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Simplified Chinese (China Mainland)



ACTIVITY BOOKS
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PUBLISHER: LUME LIVROS (Brazil)

TITLE: THE BOOK OF MASKS

FORMAT: Paperback / 245 x 350 / 32pp /  
Age 4+ years.

For each amazing animal there is a 
beautiful face mask, to encourage young 
readers to see themselves as these 
different creatures, and develop their 
creativity, playfulness and sense of 
empathy for all living things.

Beautiful illustrated by multi award winner 
artist.

Easy to follow text.

7 unique paper masks.

Full; activities with craft ideas.

Stimulates creativity and an interest with 
nature.

RIGHTS SOLD: Brazil



PUBLISHER: WHAT ON EARTH BOOKS (UK)

TITLE: Follow the stars! What happened on 
Mars?

2nd title to follow: Please don’t laugh, we lost 
a Giraffe!

FORMAT: Paperback / 216 x 266 / 80pp / with 
stickers. RRP £7.99 Age 5-9 years.

Kids detective Mimi and Wilbur can solve any 
mystery with a bit of help! Unscramble word 
puzzles, navigate letter mazes and crack the 
codes to discover the mystery.

Each book contains 80 pages of age-
appropriate word, spelling, grammar and 
vocabulary activities.

Fascinating facts about science and nature 
are sprinkled throughout the activity books 
to support learning and engage children’s 
curiosity.

Full page of themed stickers related to the 
mystery is included at the back of the books.

RIGHTS SOLD: China, UK, US, Canada.

ACTIVITY BOOKS
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PUBLISHER: WHAT ON EARTH BOOKS (UK)

TITLE: Britannica’s Little Experts

FORMAT: Hardback / 218 x 292 / 56pp
AGE: 3 +

This book contains core skills a child will need 
before they start school with math, 
vocabulary, alphabet and hardwiring 
activities.

By focusing on dream jobs, this book features 
careers for all types of kids: from 
palaeontologists to ballet dancers and more!

Packed full of facts you cab trust – real 
experts consultant have checked every entry.

Written by a licenced teacher and Early Years 
educational specialist, this book is 
approachable to all readers of varying skill 
levels.

RIGHTS SOLD: China, UK, US, Canada.

ACTIVITY BOOKS
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Count kittens and veterinarians and learn colours with artists in this
inspiring write-on-wipe-off book that encourages children to dream big!



PUBLISHER: ALIX WOOD BOOKS  (UK)

SERIES: ACCIDENTAL GENIUS (12 titles)

FORMAT:  Paperback, 279 x 215 / 48pp AGE: 5-
7 years

These science themed activity books will keep 
any 5-7 year old busy and entertained. Oh and 
they might accidentally learn loads about 
science too! 

Every page contains carefully thought-out 
puzzles with educational value. But they wont 
notice, because they’ll be having too much fun!  

You can use these books as a starting point, or 
as a consolidation for home school learning. 

Dolphins / Meercats / Elephants / Penguins –
ready December 2022

Weather / Earth
Ready Spring 2023

RIGHTS SOLD: US (Educational rights), China 
Mainland, Turkey,  Serbia, Czech Republic.

ACTVITY BOOKS
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PUBLISHER: NOODLE JUICE (UK)

TITLE: Countdown to Christmas
FORMAT:  Paperback with flaps / 240 x 
290 / 56pp
AGE: 5+

TITLE: Christmas is coming – sticker 
activity book
FORMAT:  Paperback  / 240 x 290 / 
24pp + 10pp stickers
AGE: 5+

Packed full of activities for children 
ages 5-10, these 2 lovely books provide 
lots of family friendly activities to share 
in the run up to the big day!

RIGHTS SOLD: 

CHRISTMAS BOOKS – ACTIVITY BOOKS
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PUBLISHER: RASPBERRY BOOKS 
(UK)

TITLE: The Mouse before Christmas

FORMAT:  Hardback / 285 x 245 / 32pp

AGE: 3+

An adorable Christmas picture book by 
award-winning artist Jenny Levlie, with 
rhyming text that’s a twist on the 
favourite poem by Clement Clarke 
Moore.

Gorgeous, full-colour illustrations by 
Jenny Lovlie, an award winning 
illustrator with an established 
reputation.

RIGHTS SOLD: World English 
language

CHRISTMAS BOOKS – PICTURE BOOK
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PICTURE BOOKS
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PUBLISHER: UCLAN PUBLISHING (UK)

TITLE: A FAMILY CHRISTMAS

FORMAT: Paperback / 32pp / 280 x 240 / early 
years

A heart warming Christmas tale that invites 
every child to see themselves and their family 
within its pages.

With family, festivities and fun at its heart, and 
all the magical ingredients needed to make the 
perfect Christmas Day.

RIGHTS SOLD: 



PUBLISHER: ONE WAY PRESS (UK)

TITLE: Santa's Dream

FORMAT:  Hardback, 8 x 8” / 32pp AGE: 3-7 years

Author Karen Langtree

Illustrator Holly Bushnell

Where do we find Santa after a hard night’s work on 

Christmas Eve?

Fast asleep in bed of course! 

But what is he dreaming about? 

This beautifully illustrated, rhyming picture book for 

ages 3 -7, gives us a sneaky peek into Santa’s dreams, 

where we discover what he would like to do, if he 

had any spare time! Imagine him as Whitebeard the 

Pirate, among other things!

Don’t worry though, he will still be delivering 

presents next Christmas! 

RIGHTS SOLD: US

CHRISTMAS BOOKS – PICTURE BOOK
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PUBLISHER: BRAINWAVES BOOKS 
(UK)

TITLE: Santa’s Surprise

FORMAT:  Hardback, 250 x 250 / 16pp 
+ full page gatefolds + 6 pop ups

AGE: 2 + years

Poor Santa can’t see very well as he 
needs some new glasses.  This makes it 
tricky, when he goes looking for 
Rudolph. 

Big colourful gatefold pop ups take you 
through the search, until eventually 
finds his Reindeer, who gives him a 
Christmas gift – can you guess what it 
is?

RIGHTS SOLD:

CHRISTMAS BOOKS – NOVELTY BOARD BOOK 
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PUBLISHER: ALIX WOOD BOOKS  
(UK)

TITLE: Holiday Maker – Crafts for 
Christmas

More titles to follow: Easter, Fathers 
Day, Halloween, Mothers Day and 
Thanksgiving

FORMAT:  Hardback, 265 x 210 / 32pp

AGE: 7-9 years

Clear step-by-step instructions are 
illustrated with full colour 
photographs. 13 different projects per 
title.

RIGHTS SOLD: US

CHRISTMAS BOOKS – ACTIVITY BOOK 
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LANGUAGE LEARNING BOOKS
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PUBLISHER: DRAGON PRESS (WALES)

TITLE: Words all around 

FORMAT: Hardback / 295 x 295 / 112pp 
AGE: 5+

Words all Around is a stunning new book 
which introduces language skills to readers.

Starting with the alphabet through to single 
words and sentences, the book then 
explores questions and more complex 
literary tools such as idioms and similes.

Written and illustrated by Elin Meek and 
Valariane Leblond, who jointly won the 2019 
Tir na nOg award for their atlas book Wales 
in the Map.

Covers a wide range of topics including 
nature, celebrations, the home and more.

RIGHTS SOLD: Wales
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PUBLISHER: DRAGON PRESS (WALES)

TITLE: Words all around 

FORMAT: Paperback / 295 x 245 / 48pp 
AGE: 5+

Here are over 500 illustration of familiar 
objects.  Words are grouped according to 
themes, such as sports, classroom, fruit, 
vegetables, wellbeing, weather and many 
more.

A stunning first words book with beautiful, 
full-colour illustrations throughout.

RIGHTS SOLD: Wales
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PUBLISHER: MAMA MAKES BOOKS (UK)

TITLE: THAT’S MATHEMATICS

FORMAT:  Paperback / 32pp / 260 x 220
AGE: 4-9 YEARS 

That’s Mathematics is a maths book like no 
other.  It’s a vibrant, colourful book for 
young children proving that maths is 
useful, interesting, fun and EVERYWHERE!

They use it every day when they count, 
share, lay, do sport, make cakes or move to 
the music.

Learn about real-world maths and hearing 
core maths language.

Older children are challenged to ‘Try this’ 
and ‘Explore this’ by author Chris Smith, 
who s a math teachers and musician.

RIGHTS SOLD:

QR code to 
view music 

video , school 
resources and 

activities!



NON-FICTION

PUBLISHER:  MAMA MAKES BOOKS (UK) 

SERIES: Start Small, Think Big

• Little Brown Nut
• Small Speckled Egg
• Tiny Floating Cloud – 2023
• Small sparkling raindrop - 2023

FORMAT: Hardback or paperback / 230 x 230 / 
32pp / die cut cover and 8pp fold out spread
AGE: 4-8

Start Small, Think Big is a series that sets 
young readers on a journey of discovery, 
beginning with the small familiar to new areas 
of knowledge where you really have to think 
big!

There is a fold-out map with information at 
the end of the book to wow young readers. 

RIGHTS SOLD: 
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2 new titles 
coming 

2023!

This is the story of 
lifecycle and the 

Amazon rainforest, 
and its value to the 

world. 

The fold-out map 
shows the Amazon 

and the tree’s 
lifecycle.

This is the story about 
record-breaking 

annual migration from 
Arctic to Antarctic.

The fold-out map 
shows the migration 

from Arctic to 
Antarctic.



PUBLISHER: RASPBERRY BOOKS (UK)

SERIES: Menus for Meerkats / Maps for Penguins 

FORMAT: Hardback / 285 x 245 / 48pp Age: 6 + 

Animals don’t really need menus –but what od 
they have for breakfast, lunch and dinner?  This 
book focuses on different animals and shows 
what's on the menu for each one,

Accessible and entertaining text written with the 
help of a zoologist.

Wide age range will appeal to all children 
interested in animals.

TRACEY TURNER has written more than 80 
books for children, published by Macmillan, Nosy 
Crow, Bloomsbury, Kane Miller and Scholastic, 
which have been translated into over 20 
languages.

RIGHTS SOLD: English Language United States, 
Australia, New Zealand, China Mainland 
(Simplified Chinese)
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Including menus 
for Meerkats, 

octopuses, koalas, 
ostriches and 
anacondas.

Including maps for 
elephants, 

swallows, tigers, 
lemurs, turtles 

and whales.
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PUBLISHER: MERRIAM-WEBSTER
(US)

TITLE: Merriam-Webster’s Frist 
Dictionary

FORMAT: Hard cover / 8 x 11” / 448pp / 
Age 5-7

This beginner's dictionary introduces 
young readers to 3,000 words, using 
1,000 entries and hundreds od 
captivating full-colour illustrations by 
beloved children’s illustrator, Ruth 
Heller.

Teaches basic dictionary skills.

Words, phrases, and their meaning are 
discussed in full age-appropriate 
sentences, with usage examples to show 
how they are used in context.

RIGHTS SOLD: China 
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PUBLISHER: MERRIAM-WEBSTER
(US)

TITLE: Merriam-Webster’s  Elementary 
Dictionary 

FORMAT: Hard cover / 8 x 10” / 848pp / 
Age 8-11

An essential dictionary to help children 
navigate their adventure into language, 
for grades 3-5, ages 8-11.

More than 36,000 entries with new 
words and senses from a variety of 
fields.

Definitions are enriched with nearly 
1,300 quotes form classic and 
contemporary children’s literature.

Includes 900 colourful illustrations.

RIGHTS SOLD: China 
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PUBLISHER: MERRIAM-WEBSTER
(US)

TITLE: Merriam-Webster’s  Dictionary 
for Children 

FORMAT: Paperback / 8 x 10” / 688pp / 
Age 8-11

This newly revised dictionary provides 
the guidepost that children in 
elementary school need to build 
vocabulary, comprehend spelling, and 
navigate the English language.

Students will discover the meanings and 
uses of more than 36,000 words and 
phrases.

Hundreds of illustrations photographs, 
and diagrams supplement definitions.

RIGHTS SOLD: China 
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PUBLISHER: MERRIAM-WEBSTER
(US)

Full catalogue available to see all the titles.



PUBLISHER: NOODLE JUICE (UK)

TITLE: STORIES THAT BUILT OUR WORLD

FORMAT: Hardback / 308 x 260 / 112pp / 
£16.99
Age: 7 + 

Tales of adventure and wonder exist in every 
culture. Perrault’s fairy tales, Norse sagas, 
Scheherazade's 1001 Arabian Nights, as well 
as Shakespeare’s comedies and African and 
Indian folk tales, come together in this 
glorious collection of 52 retellings of the 
stories that built our world.

Illustrated in sumptuous watercolour.

Full pdfs – June 2023

RIGHTS SOLD:

NON FICTION 
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A year full of stories from around 
the world!



PUBLISHER: NOODLE JUICE (UK)

TITLE: CURIOUSER & CURIOUSER

FORMAT: Hardback / 308 x 260 / 128pp / 
£16.99
Age: 7 + 

In a world with more questions than answers, 
a healthy curiosity is more important than 
ever.  

A cornucopia of weird and wonderful facts 
displayed in graphic style, using stunning 
illustrations.  

Covering everything from the solar system to 
dinosaurs, and from insects to architecture, 
this title is packed with quirky and facts to 
amaze, amuse and open young minds.

Full pdfs – April 2023

RIGHTS SOLD:

NON FICTION 
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Marvel at the mysteries of our weird and wonderful world!

Includes 14 chapters:

Animals & Insects 
Buildings 
Colours
Cultures 
Dinosaurs 
History 
Geography 
Human Body 
Nature 
Performance 
Science & Math's 
Space 
Thrill 
Words
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PUBLISHER: NOODLE JUICE (UK)

SERIES: Little book – BIG idea

FORMAT: Hardback / 247 x 202 / 32pp / RRP 
£9.99
Age: 5+ 

Building firm foundations for life-long 
learning by explaining big ideas to little 
people.

Using simply language to explain complicated 
ideas, each book takes the core questions 
that relate to each subject and provide 
answers that make sense to young children.  
Books with questions for titles are working 
well in the US, ranking highly in SEO.

New titles coming:
What is Art? – full pdfs September 2022
What is Music? – full pdfs December 2022
What is Science? – full pdfs by June 2023
What is History – full pdfs by June 2023
What is Drama? – full pdfs by November 2023
What is Technology? – full pdfs by November 
2023

RIGHTS SOLD: China Mainland (Simplified 
Chinese and English), Turkey
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PUBLISHER: NOODLE JUICE (UK)

SERIES: When I grow up….

FORMAT: Hardback / 247 x 202 / 32pp / 
RRP £9.99
Age: 5+

It’s never to early to start thinking about 
the future…. Helping little people to 
understand the jobs that make the world 
work.

Using simple language to explain 
different jobs, each book takes a theme 
and demonstrates how different roles can 
help people, look after the planet, invent 
new things and create a wonderful stuff 
to improve our world in a way that makes 
sense to young children.

New titles coming:
Invent and Build – full pdfs May 2023
Make and Create – full pdfs May 2023

RIGHTS SOLD: Vietnam

Full pdfs 
available



PUBLISHER: NOODLE JUICE (UK)

TITLE: Express yourself

FORMAT: Hardback / 300 x 238 / 80pp / £12.99
Age: 7 + 

In a modern world where creativity is in danger 
of losing its importance, it has never been more 
critical to encourage and inspire the next 
generation of creative young minds.  These 
books celebrate the successes and challenges of 
these creative industries, which have been 
critical in ensuring the UK’s continued soft 
influence around the world.

Each title will inspire children to explore their 
own imaginations and perhaps even a career in 
this creative world.

Thank you for the music – full pdfs April 2023

RIGHTS SOLD:

NON FICTION 
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PUBLISHER: BRAINWAVES BOOKS (UK)

SERIES: MICRO-FACTS – Bugs / 

FORMAT: Paperback / 255 x 203 / 16pp + 
magnifier viewer  cover

AGE: 6+

A fact filled introduction to the amazing 
world of bugs and ocean creatures, including 
a separate hand-held magnifying glass 
concealed inside the front cover.

Have fun hunting the incredible, tiny micro-
facts, hidden within each page.

RIGHTS SOLD:



PUBLISHER: WHAT ON EARTH BOOKS (UK)

TITLE: It’s up to us

FORMAT: Hardback / 280 x 260 / 64pp

RIGHTS SOLD: UK, US, Australia, China 
Mainland, Japan and Turkey

125

A manifesto for people, young and old, to help heal the 
relationship between nature, people and planet as told 

through simple language and a gallery of beautiful 
illustrations by artists from around the world.

In this simple picture book evoking the emotional connection 
between people, nature, and the planet and the urgency for 
humans to act to save us all, Christopher Lloyd shares the 
beauty of nature in harmony, explains how humans have 

thrown harmony out of balance, and asked young readers to 
join him, The Prince of Wales, and dozens of major 

corporations who have signed onto the Terra Carta pledge to 
create a sustainable world.

NON FICTION 



PUBLISHER: WHAT ON EARTH BOOKS (UK)

TITLE: It’s up to us

INDEX:

Part one NATURE

Part two PEOPLE

Part three PLANET

Part four TERRA CARTA

RIGHTS SOLD: UK, US, Australia, China 
Mainland, Japan and Turkey
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PUBLISHER: PUBLISHER: WHAT ON 
EARTH BOOKS (UK)

TITLE: It’s up to us

The 31 illustrators who have 
contributed to this project come 
from around the globe.

While they each have very 
individual styles in art they share 
the singular voice in support of 
children and of the sustainability 
efforts that are represented in the 
Terra Carta.

RIGHTS SOLD: UK, US, Australia, China 
Mainland, Japan and Turkey
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PUBLISHER: PUBLISHER: WHAT ON EARTH 
BOOKS (UK)

TITLE: ENGINEERS MAKING A DIFFERENCE

FORMAT: Hardback / 236 x 186 / 224pp
Age: 12 +

Meet 46 engineers who are changing our 
world.  Learn about their obsessions and the 
awe-inspiring technologies that improve our 
lives.

Created in collaboration with Imperial College 
London, which is in the top ten universities in 
the world, and the Gatsby Charitable 
Foundation.

Strong focus on STEAM subjects, encouraging 
young people to consider a career in 
engineering.
Includes a diverse range of engineers.

Written by mechanical engineer, broadcaster, 
producer, podcaster and author Dr Shini
Somara whose recent work includes shows for 
the BBC, Channel 4, UKTV and PBS Digital.

RIGHTS SOLD: UK, US, Canada, Australia, 
China Mainland
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PUBLISHER: PUBLISHER: WHAT ON EARTH 
BOOKS (UK)

TITLE: EVOLUTION

FORMAT: Hardback / 280 x 260 / 64pp Age: 8 +

Written by Charles Darwin’s great-great-
granddaughter Sarah Darwin and postdoctoral 
researcher at the Museum fur Naturkunde, Berlin. 
Dr Eva Maria Sadowski.

In collaboration with the Natural History Museum.

This incredible book takes the reader on a journey 
through time to explain how life on Earth came to 
be and how it evolved into what we know now.

Explains all the big terms, such as natural 
selection, coevolution and plate tectonics in easy 
to understand language and using examples that 
the reader will recognise.

Introduces the reader to diverse crowd of 
pioneering people who helped make many of the 
prominent discoveries of evolution.

Illustrations from Olga Baumert, who has lovingly 
painted the artwork for every single spread.

RIGHTS SOLD: UK, US, Canada, Australia, China 
Mainland
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PUBLISHER: PUBLISHER: WHAT ON EARTH 
BOOKS (UK)

TITLE: EVOLUTION

FORMAT: Hardback / 280 x 260 / 64pp
Age: 8 +

RIGHTS SOLD: UK, US, Canada, Australia, 
China Mainland

Britannica’s Encyclopedia 
Infographica
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PUBLISHER: PUBLISHER: WHAT ON EARTH 
BOOKS (UK)

TITLE: How to Chat Chicken

FORMAT: Hardback / 207 x 153 / 128pp
Age: 7-11

Your guide to talking to elephant, dolphins, 
bees, lizards and 40 other animals (including 
pets).

Written by children’s author and zoologist Dr 
Nick Crumpton who completed his PhD at 
Cambridge University before working as a 
professional science communicator, as well as a 
journalist and researcher for the BBC.

Comical and colourful illustrations by Adrienne 
Barman.

Offers a fun introduction to natural sciences.

Speech bubbles encourage engagement from 
the reader.

RIGHTS SOLD: UK, US, Canada, Australia, 
China Mainland
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PUBLISHER: PUBLISHER: WHAT ON EARTH 
BOOKS (UK)

TITLE: ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING!

FORMAT: Hardback, 248 x 184 / 384 pp
AGE: 10 +

The most remarkable true stories of all time and 
around the world brought vividly to life – from 
the Big Bang right to up to present day.

This fun-to-read romp through all time and 
around the world with the incredible storyteller 
Christopher Lloyd is newly revised and updated!

With 32 additional pages.

75 new photos and illustrations.

RIGHTS SOLD: UK, US, Canada, Australia, 
China Mainland, Korea, Germany, Japan, 
Serbian, Russian, Turkish.



PUBLISHER: WHAT ON EARTH BOOKS 
(UK)

SERIES: HUMAN KINDNESS

FORMAT: Hardback / 280 x 260 / 64pp 
RRP £14.99
AGE: 8+

Written by environmentalist, public speaker, 
and educator John Francis, founder of the 
environmental awareness organisation Planet 
walker, and author of Planet walker: 22 Years 
of Walking. 17 years of Silence, and an 
advocate for kindness in all aspects of human 
relationships.

Inspires children to practice kindness in their 
everyday libes, be being mindful of and kind 
to themselves and others.

Encourages a connection with other people 
and the natural world.

RIGHTS SOLD: China, UK, US, Korea

NON-FICTION
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True Stories of Compassion and Generosity that 
Changed the WorldNow in 

stock!



PUBLISHER: WHAT ON EARTH 
BOOKS (UK)

TITLE: MARVELLOUS BODY

FORMAT: Hardback / 250 x 250 / 48pp 
/ magical lense to see inside machines!
RRP £14.99   AGE: 7+

Reveal the incredible inner workings 
of the human body.

A sturdy die-cut ‘magic lens’ adds an 
interactive element and enables 
readers to look inside the human body 
to see how different body systems 
work.

Covers human body systems, such as the 
nervous and circulatory system and health 
information from eating healthily to mental 
health issues.

RIGHTS SOLD - BODY: China, UK, US, 
Canada, Korea

RIGHTS SOLD - MACHINE: China, UK, 
US, Canada, Dutch, Korea, French 
worldwide
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PUBLISHER: WHAT ON EARTH BOOKS (UK)

TITLE: READY FOR SCHOOL WORDS

FORMAT: Hardback / 64pp / 276 x 216 / RRP 
£10.99 / Age 3+

All the child needs to know for school in a big, 
busy book from the experts at Britannica 
Books.

Children will start school with confidence and 
brand-new vocabulary after exploring the 
colourful community in this book.

It has been over 50 years since Richard 
Scarry’s Best Word Book Ever was released, 
selling over 5 million copies globally.  

Britannicas Ready-For-School-Words provides 
a modern update to the classic word book by 
featuring high-tech words, modern 
illustrations and diverse cast of human 
characters of all races, ages, abilities, gender 
expressions and religions.

RIGHTS SOLD: UK, US, Canada, Australia, 
China Mainland
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PUBLISHER: WHAT ON EARTH BOOKS (UK)

SERIES : HOW TO TEACH GROWN-UPS… 
ABOUT PLUTO
ABOUT CLIMATE CHANGE

FORMAT: Hardback / 112pp / 216 x 152 / RRP 
£10.99 / Age 8+

Foreword by international renowned climate 
scientist Professor Michael E. Mann.  Michael 
Mann is hugely influential and well connected, 
within 217,000 followers on Twitter.

Climate Change is a powerful subject in which 
kids are leading the way.  

The book contains about 100 witty to-colour 
illustrations by Aaron Blecha, and also 
includes playful diagrams and infographics to 
bring the subject to life.

Includes a ‘quiz’ at the end, so you can test 
your grown-up about what they have learned.

RIGHTS SOLD: PLUTO: UK, US, Canada, 
Australia, China Mainland, Romanian
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PUBLISHER: WHAT ON EARTH BOOKS (UK)

TITLE: Britannica’s Talk Like An Expert -
DINOSAURS

FORMAT: Hardback / 64pp / 228 x 178 / RRP 
£12.99 / Age 6+

• This book contains 64 pages of dinosaur 
science and terminology, with up-to-date 
research from expert author Ellen-Therese 
Lamm, a palaeontologist at the cutting 
edge of this field.

• Includes an A-Z glossary of Palaeontology 
Terms with over 500 words and definitions 
that will get kids talking like dinosaur 
experts.

• This book cover different aspect of 
dinosaur science including evolution, 
anatomy, life cycles and fossilisation.

• Full colour paleoart from artist Daniel Long 
and high-resolution photographs bring 
these majestic beasts vividly to life.

RIGHTS SOLD: UK, US, Canada, Australia, 
China Mainland
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PUBLISHER:WHAT ON EARTH BOOKS 
(UK)

SERIES: FACTopia!

FORMAT: Hardback / 207 x 153 / 208pp / 
£9.99.

8 titles in the series. Titles 5-8 to be 
published throughout 2022 – 2023. 
Including Science, History, Epic and 
Hidden.

AGE: 8 +

Every one of the 400 facts in the book is 
connected, which takes the reader on an 
incredible journey, leaping from topic to topic in 
fun and surprising ways.

Covers a vast range of topics, including space, 
bones, dinosaurs, spiders, crocodiles, robots, 
kings and queens, pharaohs, and more Features 
more than 300 fabulously witty colour illustrations 
and photographs.

RIGHTS SOLD: China, Taiwan, US, UK, 
Canada, Dutch, Korea, Ukrainian and 
Vietnamese.

NON-FICTION
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8 titles in the series!



PUBLISHER:WHAT ON EARTH BOOKS 
(UK)

SERIES: RETURN TO FACTopia!

FORMAT: Hardback / 207 x 153 / 208pp / 
£9.99.

8 titles in the series. Titles 5-8 to be 
published in 2022-2023

AGE: 8 +

Every one of the 400 facts in the book is 
connected, which takes the reader on an 
incredible journey, leaping from topic to topic in 
fun and surprising ways.

Covers a vast range of topics, including space, 
bones, dinosaurs, spiders, crocodiles, robots, 
kings and queens, pharaohs, and more Features 
more than 300 fabulously witty colour illustrations 
and photographs.

RIGHTS SOLD: China, Taiwan, US, UK, 
Canada, Dutch, Korea, Ukrainian and 
Vietnamese.

NON-FICTION
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PUBLISHER: PUBLISHER: WHAT ON 
EARTH BOOKS (UK)

Please ask for more information!

NON FICTION 
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We are delighted to announce the 
launch of Britannica Magazine in April 
2022, a brand new fun and informative 
non-fiction magazine for ages 7+ with 
Britannica experts behind every page.

www.britannicamagazine.com



PUBLISHER: ALIX WOOD BOOKS (UK)

SERIES:  I’M GOING TO SPACE SCHOOL

FORMAT: Paperback / 265 x 210 / 32pp
AGE: 5-7

Make sure you enrol at Space School!  With so 
much happening in the world of space 
exploration, space books are a great, high-
interest way to introduce science concepts.

Astronaut training is fun!  These titles gently 
lead students toward an understand of simple 
space concepts in a really engaging way. 

RIGHTS SOLD:

NON FICTION
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Coming 
soon! – April 

2023



PUBLISHER: ALIX WOOD BOOKS (UK)

SERIES: THE SCIENCE BEHIND SPORT

FORMAT: Paperback / 165 x 232 / 32pp
AGE: 8-10

These titles are a must for any sports-
lover.  Interest-based learning helps even 
the  most reluctant student get an 
understanding of science concepts.

You’ll be amazing how much science you 
can learn  through these popular sports.

Aerodynamics, forces, friction, kinetic 
energy. 

Its all there and its all easy to learn when 
you are motivated by the sport you love!

RIGHTS SOLD: US, Vietnam,  

NON FICTION
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PUBLISHER: LUME LIVROS (BRAZIL)

TITLE: STORIES OF SHADOW AND DREAD 
– From all over the world

FORMAT:  Paperback / 240 x 280 / 68pp
Age: 7+

Everyone is afraid of something.  Fear is a 
normal and important feeling that all people 
throughout our history have felt too.  This 
book introduced readers to some of these 
creatures, exploring the universality of our 
fears and stories and the meanings and 
motives  behind.

Selling points:

• Explore myths and legends from around 
the world.

• Vividly illustrated.
• Naturalises and demystifies the 

experience of being afraid.

RIGHTS SOLD:  Brazil



PUBLISHER: LUME LIVROS (BRAZIL)

TITLE: WHO AM I 

FORMAT:  Paperback / 225 x 315 / 64pp
Age: 6+

This unique book takes the readers into 2 
journeys of discovery.

Once the first page is read, readers will discover 
that they can sperate the pages, to expose more 
information about these fantastic animals, the 
challenges they face now, and how we can help 
tigers to survive in the wild.

Aimed at young children, this book enchants and 
educates at the same time.  Developed with a 
world audience in mind, it will easily help 
discussions about ecology and human 
responsibility towards our planet and all who live 
in it.

RIGHTS SOLD:  Brazil
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Hidden 
pages 
inside!



PUBLISHER: LUME LIVROS (BRAZIL)

TITLE: HOW WE COUNT

FORMAT:  Hardback / 168 x 240 / 144
pp

AGE: 9+

How we count is a different kind of math book. It 
does not aim to teach math, or basic number 
literacy but to invite readers to dive into how 
math can be exciting, challenging and fun. 
Through several chapters readers will learn some 
of the biggest milestones in math history, from 
Greek geometry to PI calculations and exploring 
the immense cognitive jumps that they required, 
the collaboration and inspirations from several 
cultures that made each milestone possible and 
how we still use and apply each one today. 

HOW WE COUNT shows how several cultures 
arrived at similar insights, and how we all have an 
immense debit to Indian, Arabic and Chinese 
mathematics among many others. The book has 
fun games and puzzles, that can be done alone or 
with the entire family exploring some of the 
concepts that have been develop during the 
book, and challenging the readers to think like 
mathematicians – that is to say; with curiosity 
and wonder about the world!

RIGHTS SOLD: Korea, Brazil
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PUBLISHER: CATHY PRESS (UK)

SERIES:
FORMAT: Paperback / 254 x 254 / 288pp 
Age: Teens to 25

A young person’s guide to escaping harmful, 
toxic and hurtful relationships. Presented in a 
fearless and straightforward way, this book 
focuses on control and abuse within intimate 
relationships and the shocking impact this has 
on mental health and well-being. Every young 
person, loving parent and caring practitioner 
needs to read this book.

RIGHTS SOLD:
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MIDDLE GRADE FICTION
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Along the way she 
will discover the 
electromagnetic 
spectrum, the 

speed of light and 
so much more in 

an easy-to-
understand look at 

physics, history 
and language!

PUBLISHER: UCLAN (UK)

TITLE: Matilda Meets The Universe

FORMAT: Paperback / 198 x 129 mm / 208pp / 
Age 8+ RRP: 7.99

Meet Matilda as she launches her mission to 
discover how likely it is that life exists on other 
planets.  With the help of her friends and family 
she learns all she can.  What was the Bing Bang?  
How does universe expand? How are stars and 
planets are formed?

AUTHOR: Dom Conlon – also writes poetry 
which has been praised by Chris Riddell as being 
‘simply out of this world’.  Chris’s books have 
been nominated for 2021 CILIP Carnegie and 
Kate Greenaway awards.

ILLUSTRATOR: Heidi Cannon is a debut 
children’s book illustrator.  Her work combines 
traditional and digital techniques.

RIGHTS SOLD:
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PUBLISHER: UCLAN (UK)

TITLE: Stand and Deliver!

FORMAT: Paperback / 198 x 129 mm  Age 9 +

RRP: £7.99



YOUNG ADULT FICTION
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PUBLISHER: UCLAN (UK)

TITLE: THE HAUNTING OF LINDY 
PENNYWORTH

FORMAT: Paperback / 198 x 129 mm / 
292pp / Age 14+
RRP: £7.99

Preston Oldcorn is in a desolate void 
between life and death.  In order to save his 
soul he must brave his greatest fear – Cold 
Bath Street.

A gothic thriller that will keep you gripped 
to the end!

AUTHOR: A. J Hartley has won 
international acclaim for his novels winning 
many major awards including the SIBA Book 
Award (YA) and the Kirkus Award for Best 
Teen Book.
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 NEW TITLE PRESENTATION

 Contact: aby@therightssolution.co.uk
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We are delighted to present our new titles for Bologna Book Fair 2022!

Our presentation is packed full of incredible new titles covering all 
formats and ages for children aged 0-16 years.

We are also excited to launch our new FICTION range!

Enjoy!

www.therightssolution.co.uk


